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First Cut: A Framework for 
DK Leadership Roles/Structure

For Board Workshop with                                    – Sept. 24, 2020

Objectives for the Sept. 24th Discussion

• Walk through components of a draft framework
on how board of directors intend to govern the BIA.

• Review each element (confirm it or not, or revise it).

• Identify/confirm follow-up to work up the details.
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Some Key Facilitation Findings To Date:

• Board members are used to different approaches for 
conducting board work (more formally vs informally).

• It seems we need to clarify the way the DK Board…
• Sets direction/goals, discusses issues and makes decisions.

• Gets the BIA’s work done — through staff, committees etc

• Obtains the information it needs to play its role.

• Provides direction to staff & delegates with accountability.

Clarifying the type of board and role:

• Type: “Results-Based” governance board (not operational)

• Key Areas of Focus:

 Setting a clear direction for the organization.

 Getting best results for the resources invested.

 CEO/ED is viewed as a full partner with the board.

 Role of board committees is to monitor/audit performance.

 Board members selected for representativeness & expertise.
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Board Responsibilities:

• Clearly articulating the future state desired (vision).

• Confirming specific strategic goals and objectives.

• Seeking/securing sufficient resources to meet goals.

• Monitoring performance, risks & use of resources.

• Accountability to members, partners, funders etc.

• Acting as DK! BIA ambassadors to key stakeholders.

Legal Obligations …

• Board of Management is governed by Municipal Act.
• Oversee improvement, beautification & maintenance of area.

• Promote the area as a business or shopping area.

• The act frames board term, membership & approach to:

• Budget matters and limitations (no borrowing/indebtedness)

• BIA boundaries and parameters for levies.

• BIA Board is a “local board” of City (Committees Bylaw).
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“Results-Based” Boards  in relation to CEO/Staff

Boards are ultimately responsible, but may delegate.

 CEO/staff implement board policies and directives.

 CEO is a partner in planning and policy-making.

 Manages financial/human resources to achieve goals.

 CEO recruits & develops staff; manages contractors.

 CEO has role in representing the BIA publicly.

Pitfalls of being too informal … 

• Direction/goals not clear enough for effective action.

• Delegation may not be effective (e.g. clear scope, 
expectations, what, who, by when, constraints etc)

• Lines of accountability may overlap or confuse.

• Reporting may not effectively support decisions.

• Roles get confused (board vs. volunteer vs. staff).

• But too formal can take all the fun & flex out of it.
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Aligning structure with strategic BIA priorities:

 Enhancing experiences downtown to drive business.

 Making the case for downtown (advocacy).

 Supporting/advancing residential intensification.

 Connecting, activating and engaging BIA members.

 Rejuvenating the board and its practices.

To be determined: How Best to Align Structure with Priorities?

Potential committee roles and functions:

• Committees of the Board report to board (not to staff).

• Staff may set up own advisory/working groups (volunteers).

• Many types are available: standing, ad hoc, task forces

• Board committees monitor/audit performance, and

• Are used to do board’s work (not review mgt activities).

• Focus primarily on oversight & results, not mgt or operations.

• Full partnership between board & CEO (neither dominates).
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Current Executive Committee description …

Executive Committee

• The Executive Committee works with staff to develop the Board 
meeting agendas. This committee has no decision-making 
authority. Minutes of these meetings are presented to the Board 
for approval of actions and decisions taken. 

• The Executive Committee is usually made up of 5 to 7 members 
and meets approximately 8 times a year. It is suggested that this 
committee consist of no more than 7 members otherwise it 
would go beyond quorum of the Board. 

Executive Committee Role … typically may

 Support the Chair re: the business of the board.

 Act as a board resource and liaison with staff. 

 Help respond to crises between board meetings.

 Help develop an annual workplan for the Board.

 Make recommendations re: board structure/function.

 Lead the strategic planning process.
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Other Committees 
(Marketing, Retail, Dev’t, Member Services, Clean & Safe)

 Are they board committees or advisory to staff?

 What is their focus/role? (Brainstorming? Monitoring Results?)

 Are they structured appropriately, aligned with goals?

 Do we have the right kinds of people serving on them?

 Are we supporting them properly to be successful?

Board practices … we need to look at how we:

 Manage the agenda, board workplans and reporting.

 Manage discussion and propose directions/decisions.

 Decision-making style (consensus, majority rule etc.)

 Establish mechanisms to explore/resolve conflicts.

 Support board development, performance/evaluation.
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Board practices (some additional detail)

• Motions, proposals and giving direction
• What is to be done?
• By whom? By when?
• With what resources?
• Any boundaries, scope limitations, exceptions or constraints?

• Reporting

• Delegation

• Accountabilities

Staff and Committee Reporting:

• The board needs to clarify what it needs in the way of 
reporting from staff and board committees:

• Financial, HR and other organizational information.

• Operational results, updates, pressures and opportunities.

• Input from membership and research to support planning.

• Reports from staff and its own board committees.

• Trade-offs of staff time to support board vs. other work.
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Expectations of Board members:

• Due diligence (being informed, attending mtgs etc).

• Duty of loyalty/solidarity and professional conduct.

• Duty of care (active engagement, working with staff).

• Role as ambassadors to members & community.

• Board members as advisers/experts to staff.

Would it help to have a “Letter of Agreement” or code?

How might onboarding of board members be improved?

Conflicts of Interest

• Conflict arises when your close circle (family, business 
partners, personal associates) may benefit directly or 
indirectly, financially or otherwise, from your position.

• Does not mean interpersonal conflict/disagreements.

• Conflict may be real, potential or perceived.

• Conflict may be moral or “non-pecuniary” rather than legal.

• Disclosure alone doesn’t remove the conflict.
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Confidentiality and In Camera sessions …

• All matters dealt with during in camera meetings must 
be held in strictest confidence — you can’t tell anyone.

• Discussions in camera (per Act & municipal direction) 
typically may look at negotiations, litigation issues, 
personnel matters, trade secrets, land purchase etc.

• You can’t hold a vote in closed session (procedural only).

• Records “without note or comment” must be kept.

Next Steps … ?

• Document consensus decisions coming out today.

• Confirm the mechanisms for follow-up (should it be a 
board task force, Executive Committee, staff, other?)

• Assign follow-up work to develop further details.
— By components? e.g. board role, structure, delegation etc)

• Look at next stage of organizational structure (staff).
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